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CHANTICLEER
Scholarship scam catches students
*CALCUTTA, INDIA-Mother Teresa
died Friday of a heart attack at the age of
87. Her body was moved early Sunday
from the Calcutta headquarters of the
Missionaries of Charity to the city's St.
Thomas Church, where thousands of
mourners have filed past her glass casket.
Preparations for Mother Teresa's funeral
continued Monday as the religious order
she led worked to assure the Roman
Catholic nun's devotion to helping the
poorest of the poor would survive her
death.
Saturday the body will be moved to a
sports stadium where the Indian government will give her a state funeral, which is
normally reserved for heads of state. A private burial is planned for the Missionaries
of Charity complex, located at the edge of
a Calcutta slum.
Her order now has over 4,000 nuns and
operates 517 orphanages, homes for the
poor, AIDS hospices and other charity centers around the world.
-PORT-AU-PRINCE, HAITI-AS
many as 400 people were missing and
feared dead after a crowded ferry sank off
the Haitian coast Monday, local officials
said. "More than sixty bodies had been
recovered," one ofiicial said.
The ferry, named La Belle Gonaivienne,
was on its way from the northern port of
Montrouis to the island of La Gonave when
it sank early Monday. Haitian Coast Guard
officials believed at least 700 people were
on the ferry.
Haiti sent three coast,guard boats to the
scene. The U.S. Coast Guard assisted local
rescue efforts by sending a helicopter,
boats, and medical supplies.
According to local media reports, at least
sixty people survived and swam to shore.
TUZLA, BOSNIA-HERZOGIVINAA 38-year-old U.S. soldier serving in the
NATO-led peace force has died, officials
said today.
Staff Sgt. Theodis Brown of New Jersey
collapsed late Saturday while playing basketball at Camp Dobol, 13 miles east of
Tuzla. He was taken by helicopter to the
U.S. Forces' Hospital in Tuzla. However,
doctors were unable to revive him. "The
cause of death was apparently cardiac
arrest," a NATO official said.
Brown is survived by his wife, Nicole,
and his children, Jermaine, 4, and
Nicholas, 2 months. The U.S. Army in
Tuzla has no record of his hometown.
Brown is the 12th U.S. soldier to die
while serving in Bosnia.

by Jeana Miller
News Editor
The Federal Trade Commission is taking
action against companies that are swindling
tens of millions of dollars a year from college
students nationwide.
The FTC has sued eight of these "scholarship scam" companies, during the past year.
The most recent to be sued were two Seattlebased companies, Progressive Media, Inc. and
Collegiate Communications Group, Inc. The
FTC claims that the companies were selling
employment and financial aid directories
through telemarketing calls. The companies
were misleading consumers, saying that their
directories were "programs" that "guaranteed" students jobs or free financial aid. The
FTC also alleges that the companies offered a
false money-back guarantee.
The companies npgotiated a settlement with
the FTC agreeing to make partial refunds to
students. The agreement also prohibits them
from falsely advertising any financial aid

products or employment in
the future The companies
are no longer allowed to
mslead customers regarding a money-back guarantee They have not admitted to any violation of the
law by accepting the terms
of the agreement, but the
FTC can monitor the companies to make sure they
comply with the terms
Although the FTC is pursuing "scholarsh~p scam"
Fr~tz
companies such as these,
Eight companies, not including above, have been
many are still operating,
sued this year by the FTC for fraud.
Therefore, the FTC has
some recommendat~onsfor students who are student] who has eier gotten any money from
searchng for financial aid. First, according to them "
Also, the FTC says to avold advertisements
the FTC, a scholarsh~pshould not cost anything Larry Smith, JSU Financial Aid that say, "The scholarsh~pis guaranteed or
your money back " No one can -guarantee any
Director agrees
"Be wary of anybody who ... charges you a
FTC page 4
fee," warns Smith. "I have yet to talk to [any

-

see

University police seeks accreditation
by Caryn Fearson
News writer
On September 20, the University Police
Department will begin the third phase in a thirtymonth accreditation process. According to
Richard Tubbs, Acting Deputy Chief, this is the
first time the department has ever attempted this
program.
"It is a thing of the future," says Tubbs, "and it
takes a lot of work." Several changes to the
University's facility had to be made including the
purchase of telephone recorders and a generator.
The program is run by the Commission on
Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies
(CALEA). Since CALEA was founded in 1979,
it has accredited 368 departments throughout the
United States and ~ a n a d a . .
If awarded, accreditation will provide controlled liability insurance costs and a source of
pride and professionalism to the UPD.
"It will mean that we have been recognized on
a national basis as meeting a set of standards that
will make us a highly professional police department," explains Tubbs. "We will become only
the sixth police department in the state of
Alabama to be nationally accredited,and the second University police department." He also says
accreditation is a source of pride and is very difficult to achieve.
The process begins with the voluntary application. There is no national mandate requiring
accreditation. The cost to apply for the process

ranges from $4675 for a
department of less than
twenty-five to $16,150 for a
department of more than a
thousand. Once the application is submitted, the department receives a manual containing over four hundred
standards to which they must
comply. These standards
have three key areas: policies
and procedures, management activities, and. operations. Each of these areas are
divided into sub-categories,
in which all areas of law
HOWeasy is accreditation? Iffhe UPD makes Tim Hanby
enforcement are covered.
The department must meet the cut, they will be the 6th group qualfied in Alabama.
all the CALEA requirements,
which can take up to three
vides a solid means for all segments of a comyears, before moving to the next phase. The third munity to create a common understanding with
phase is the on-site assessment by a team of its police agency about the actual challenges,
inspectors. The report from the inspectors is sent complexities, and dangers of providing law
to a commission review, and the decision is made enforcement services effectively."
on accreditation. If awarded, accreditation it
There will be a public meeting as part of the onmust be renewed every three years, and reports site assessment on Monday, September 22, at 7
are sent during this time documenting the depart- pm on the 11th floor of Houston Cole Library.
ment's compliance with the standards.
The community is invited to attend and offer
According to the CALEA fact sheet, comments. Telephone calls of citizens with comCommissioner G. Keith Chadwell believes ments will be accepted on Tuesday, September
accreditation helps the community understand 23 between 1 pm and 5 pm at (205) 782-5835 for
the department. "This accreditation process p r e those who are unable to attend the meeting.
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Hammond hall renovation
*Damien Dequintor Goodwin, 20, of Jacksonville reported harrassment
at Crow Hall.
'

913
*Louise Harmon Winsor, 78, of Jacksonville had her purse stolen from
the 2nd floor restroom of Houston Cole Library.
914
*David R. Copeland, of Jacksonville, had a keyring containing keys to
Daugette Hall were stolen in the residence hall.
*Duane Austin Walter, 22, of Jacksonville reported the theft of his
Diamond Back mountain bike from the Campus Inn Apartments.

*Sigma Nu was cited for violation of the Jacksonville city noise ordinance.
*Kappa Sigma was cited for violation of the Jacksonville city noise
ordinance.

*Faculty Scholars
Faculty Scholars will meet Thursday, September 18 at 4:30 in 112
Martin Hall. Wear casual clothes. Refreshments will be provided. Fol
.
more information, contact Professor Randall Davis at 782-5497.
*WLJS91.9 FM
In celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, 925 is presenting Latin
Sounds with your host John Morales. Listen for the latest hits in the Latin
music world as well as a great variety of Latin sounds. On September 14
and 28, and October 12 from 1:OO-4:00 pm, fix your radio dial to 91.9
FM for a new alternative in music - Latin Sounds.
*RPG Jacksonvilb
RPG Jahonville will be having their first monthly meeting on
Wednesday, September 17, at 4:00 pm on the second floor of Stephenson
Hall. Everyone interested in role-playing games, collectable card games,
and board games are welcome to attend. For more information, contact
Jon Thomas at 782-7273.
~Mimeosa
The Mimeosa Staff would like to announce that the '97-'98
Yearbook class pictures are scheduled to be made on September 16, 17,
and 18. Pictures will be made on the third floor of the TMB from 11:OO
am until1 4:00 pm.
*Chanticleer
The chanticleer will publish any announcements of JSU affiliate1
organizations. Please either bring or mail the announcements to I80 Sel
Hall, or email the announcement to newspaper@student-rnail.jsu.edu.
Slngle Copy
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bv Fritz Fotovich
News Feature
Over the summer break several
things were changed and fixed here
at JSU. The most obvious change is
the new lawn in front of the TMB
where old nasty tennis courts once
stood. Not so obvious are the many
thousands of dollars worth of
repairs
done to both
the
International House and Hammond
Hall.
Up until last year. Hammond Halls
roof leaked, the floor was coming
up in some places, the central air
and heating was shot, and it looked
dingy on the inside. There also was
old paint on the walls and bad light- Hammond hall recently had roughly $300,000 i n repairs. Fritz
ing. Walking down the hallways of
For those that are familiar with the BFA student Cyndy Porter. Her
the art buildingu was much like driving at late dusk with the car lights building, the face lift is quite obvl- response echoed the opinlon of
off ~ oonly
t did many of the lights ous and refreshing, but lt also has many of the art department students.
The instructors, on the other hand,
not work, but many of the floresent brought UP some mixed feelings
"I
know
the
hghting
is
better.
It's
had
quite a different vlew. The facceiling lights that did work were left
uncovered. Thls 1s no longer the cleaner But they had to haul all the ulty feel that new equipment isn't
case
drlap~datedequipment back in We
~~~~~~d page 5
need new equipment," s a ~ dsenior

see

Affirmative action ban protested
by Colleen DeBaise
CPS
SAN FRANSISCO -- Thousands
of protesters marched across the
Golden Gate Bridge as California's
affirmative action ban, Proposition
209, became law August 28.
Students, laborers, retirees, and
families walked four and five
abreast on the bridge's sidewalk
and some chanted "We Shall
Overcome" to protest what they
view as the start of resegregation in
California's public colleges and
work places.
The protest was dubbed the
"Save the Dream" march because it
coincided with the 34th anniversary of Martin Luther King's "I
Have A Dream" speech in
Washington.
"The nation cannot stand by,"
said Rev. Jesse Jackson, who led
the march, "while California in the
'90s becomes Mississippi in the
'50s just as President Lyndon
Johnson and the rest of the nation
took bold action to stop segregation in Alabama and Mississippi,
so too must national political and
moral leaders, act decisively to
block the forces of resegregation in
California."
The affirmative action ban takes
effect next year in undergraduate
admissions at the University of
California.
Already, minority
enrollments have plummeted at UC
graduate schools, which ended race
and gender preferences this year.
UC Berkeley reported the
sharpest decline. Only one black

student,
Eric
Brooks,
of
Bloomington, Ind., enrolled this
year in the Boalt Hall law school.
Last year, the school admitted 75
black students and enrolled 20.
But following the end of affirmative action, Boalt accepted only 14
black students this fall, and none
chose to attend. Brooks was
admitted last year but deferred
admission.
"Much of the reason why I decided to become a lawyer was to
effect change in our society and
fight for those things which I

"There's no question about it,"
Wilson sad. "What we will see is
high achievers in every ethnic
group will display their abilities."
After the march, he defended
Proposition 209 on ABC's
Nightline; "209 did the right thing.
209 does not eliminate vigorous
enforcement against discrimination. Preferences ... are a cop-out."
Backers of the controversial new
law argue that Proposition 209
actually bans discrimination. The
law says the state can't discriminate against or give preferential
treatment to anyone on the basis of
"Much of the reason why sex or gender.
Opponents say the law will
I decided to become a
diminish the progress women and
lawyer was to effect minorities have made in education.
change in our society
Proposition 209, which was
and fight for those things approved by voters last fall, was
tied up in the courts until late
which I believe."
August, when a federal appeals
--Eric Brooks court refused to block enforcement
while opponents pursued an appeal
believe," Brooks said. "I believe to the U.S. Supreme Court.
On Aug. 29, a coalition of civil
that by attending Boalt this fall, I
have been given a unique opportu- rights groups and San Francisco
nity to work to make needed city officials filed an emergency
changes and improvements for request with the Supreme Court to
future students of color here at block enforcement of the anti-affirmative action measure.
Berkeley."
The group said Californians
Some of the other black students
chose not to attend because they would suffer irreparable harm
had better offers from other univer- because Proposition 209 denies
sities or worried they would not be them the right "to seek aid from the
government on equal terms with
welcome, the university said
Governor Pete Wilson, who sup- other citizens."
ported the end of affirmat~ve The Supreme Court is not expectaction, told reporters that the drop ed to act on formal challenges to
in mlnorlty enrollment would cor- the new law until it begins its new
term in October.
rect itself over time
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Complied by
Kathy Higgins
WASHINGTON-The U.S. government is dropping terrorism-related charges against a Saudi suspect
who was believed to have connections to last year's Khobar Towers
bombing in Saudi Arabia which
killed 19 U.S. servicemen.
Hani al-Sayegh was never charged
in connection with that bombing,
but he had been held on an unrelated charge of aiding in a plot to kill
U.S. citizens in Saudi Arabia. After
first entering a plea agreement in
that case, he changed his plea to not
guilty.
The Justice Department decided to
drop all charges. Attorneys for alSayegh claimed the United States
had no evidence in the case against
him other than statements he made
to authorities while in custody in a
Canadian prison.
Al-Sayegh was arrested in Canada
last spring and held in Ottawa while
FBI agents questioned him about
his possible involvement in the
bombing. Canadian court documents indicated al-Sayegh was suspected of being a possible lookout
who signaled the driver of the truck
containing explosives.
After Canadian authorities agreed
to hand him over to the FBI, AlSayegh was flown to Washington in
June. Al-Sayegh, a Shiite Muslim

L

opposed to the Saudi monarchy,
fears execution as a terrorist if
returned to Saudi Arabia. Sources
close to the case say he wants to
apply for political asylum in the
United States to block a potential
deportation.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIAMonday morning thousands of
commuters to San Francisco took to
their cars, causing traffic to back up
at least 25 miles. About 2,600 Bay
Area gapid Transit train operators,
station agents, mechanics and other
workers walked off the job Sunday
in a dispute over pay. More negotiations were scheduled for Monday,
as both management and strikers
said they were sorry for the problems caused.
BART normally handles 275,000
pdssengers on weekdays. Officials
urged commuters to use car pools,
buses, or ferries. They also asked
employers to let people with computers and modems work from
home. The city also hired extra toll
takers for the San FranciscoOakland Bay Bndge.
On the San Francisco Bay Bridge

I

all twenty toll booths opened
Monday morning, but traffic was
still backed up. Passengers filled
ferries crossing the bay to capacity.
Several commuters said they got up
an hour early just to catch the ferry.

"I love my job, don't get
me wrong. But I support
this...Equal pay for equal
work. It shouldn 't be an
issue in this day and
age.
7'

Last week members of BART's
two largest unions rejected an offer
to raise their salaries three percent a
year for three years. Union members reportedly are seeking annual
raises of 6.5 percent, 5.5 percent,
and 5 percent over the next three
years.
BART workers are among the
highest paid transit employees in
the United States. Maintenance
workers earn a base wage of
$48,000 per year and train operators
and station agents earn $40,900
yearly.

The unions say they also want to
abolish a two-tier wage system, In
whlch newer employees receive different wages for the same job. "I
love my job, don't get me wrong.
But I support this," said a union
member walklng a picket line on
Sunday. "Equal pay for equal work
It shouldn't be an issue in this day
and age."
BART's last lengthy strike was for
three months in 1979 when the
number of passengers was half its
current level.

Outdoor
Adventure

T h e Chanticleer wishes
to run a retraction.
Last week, an article
entitled "Minor
allegedly drinks at Phi
Mu party" should have
read "Minor allegedly
drinks at Phi Mu
Alpha party."
Our most sincere
apologies to Phi Mu.
Singlepiece construction and a
waterproof GoreTexa Stormsock@
h e r makes the Vaque" Newbrier one
of the most comfortable boots on the
trail. And with support and protection
like our tempered steel shank and
2.4mrn NuBuk leather, you can hike
with confidence, no matter what sticks
and stones lie in your path.

For

4

Over Thirty Years

@CLOTHING@CLIMBING
CANOES@CAMPING
DARTS@ACCESSORIES

SUPPLY I N c
414 Chestnut Street Gadsden, A 1

@BACKPACKING@KAYAKS
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FTC from page 1
-

student a scholarship. Students
should always check out any
"national
foundation"
which
"selects" them to receive a scholarship, and they should never give
credit card or bank account numbers over the phone without first

getting information in writing.
Finally, consumers should investigate companies that claim they have
information "you can't get anywhere else." Smith suggests students should always first check with
the Financial Aid Office at the

school they are attending for free
information.
The Internet provides access to
scholarship information as well.
Smith said that The Alabama
Association of Financial Aid
Administrators, an organization to

which he belongs, will soon be
sponsoring its own web site.. "It'll
probably be a couple of months
before we have it," Smith predicted,
"but once we do, ... [the site will]
have every college in the state of
Alabama on it and ... will give every

scholarship offered by that college
in addition to the Federal and State
programs of assistance."
If you have.any questions about
scholarships or any other financial
assistance, call the Financial Aid
Office at 782-5006.

Students able to receive tied up scholarship funds
by Phil Attinger

News writer
Lost scholarship money has been
found. Some JSU students had
expected to collect scholarships
through
the Academic
Par
Excellence program for the 19961997 school year, but never
received their checks. According to
Larry Smith, Direcotr of Financial
Aid, that money is now available.
Every year, the JSU Student
Financial Aid Office awards scholarships and other financial aid to its
students through federal and state

funds, through private donations
and trusts, and through community
funded programs. One such community program was Academic Par
Excellence, which helped by providing scholarships to area students.
This organization also funded transportation and heat for low income
persons. According to Smith, the
community program even awarded
a new car to a deserving JSU student once a year.
Unfortunately, the Academic Par
Excellence program ceased to exist
last year. Smith relates that in the
following disruption, some of that

program's scholastic awards for the
1996- 1997 academic year have
gone unpaid, despite being already

"...although the money is
now available, the students might not receive
the full amount originally
promised by Academic
Par Excellence.
--Larry Smith
"

awarded. With the money tied up,
the Financial Aid Office was unable

to secure the funds until recently
Thanks to the intervention of Judge
Samuel Monk, of Anniston, and
State Representatwe Larry Sims,
some of the delayed scholarship
money can now be paid According
to Smith, although the money is
now available, the students* might
not receive the full amount originally promised by Academic Par
Excellence
At least four students have made
repeated visits to Financial Aid to
ask about their scholarships during
the last year, but Smith says that
there may be other students who

should now contact Financial Aid.
Recipients may have moved, transferred, changed .iddress or phone
number, or might have simply given
up on their scholarships.
Students awarded Academic Par
Excellence scholarships for the
1996-1997 school year, who did not
receive their checks, should contact
Larry Smith at the Student Financial
Aid Office in Bibb Graves Hall, or
call 205-782-5006. Those involved
are urged to act immediately, no
later than Friday, September 26,
1997, in order to receive their scholarships.

Freshman dorms reappear on Jacksonville campus
by Rachel Riddell

Managing Editor
This year, two of the dormitories
on campus have been dedicated to
providing a new environment for
freshman
Curtiss Hall is the
freshman dorm for females and
Crow Hall is the dorm for males,
and the football team The idea of
freshmen dorms is not new "Years

back, Fitzpatrick used to be the
freshman dorm for women," said
Ray Creel, Jacksonville State
University Housing Director.
Dr. Alice Cusimano, Associate
Vice-President for Academic and
Student Affairs pushed the idea of
the freshmen dorms. "Having the
freshmen together creates a sense
of community, a setting where the
students have much more in com-

mon. When students are new on
campus and excited about a new
year, they seem to be more likely to
go together in groups to events."
says Cusimano, "Students that get
involved are more likely to be successful and more satisfied with
their college experience,"
Zephia Bryant, Curtiss Hall Dorm
Director compared this year's
arrangement to last year's, when

Taming An "Animal House" Mentality:
Colleges Wrestle With Binge Drinking
by Colleen DeBaise

College Press Service
At Louisiana State University,
administrators tried to combat a
"party school" reputation by banning alcohol from all student functions on campus.
But the strict policy, it seems, wasn't enough. A week after LSU was
named to a national Top 10 Party
School list, a 20-year-old fraternity
pledge died after consuming an estimated 24 drinks in one sitting.
When police found Benjamin
Wynne passed out on the floor of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, his blood
alcohol content was 0.588-six times
above the legal limit to drive. Three
other students who had celebrated
fraternity bid day with him were
hospitalized.
While the incident happened at an
off-campus party and bar, it was
enough to highlight the university's
frustration with how to prevent students from binge drinking.
"The tragedy is compounded by
the fact that, in recent years, we
have worked very hard to educate

our students about the consequences
of alcohol and substance abuse,"
said LSU chancellor William L.
Jenkins. "Unfortunately, it is not
humanly possible to totally regulate

The CDC studv Dointed to
some of the potential side
effects of binge drinking:
date rape, HIV infection,
poor academic performance, and car accidents.
d

1

the conduct of our students particularly in their off-campus activities."
LSU is not the only university
grappling with how to avoid some
of the tragic consequences of binge
drinking-which essentially is when
a student drinks five or more drinks
in one sitting. Even as more universities scramble to implement bans
on alcohol and step up enforcement,
growing numbers of students admit
to binge drinking.
A national study recently released

by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention found that during a
30-day period in 1995,34 percent of
college students had consumed five
or more alcoholic drinks on at least
one occasion. Slightly more than 4
percent said they had drunk alcohol
on at least 20 of the 30 days.
A 1995 study by Harvard
University's School of Public Health
found more cases of binge drinking
reported by fraternities and sororities, which it referred to as "functional saloons." According to the
survey, 86 percent of fraternity men
and 80- percent of sorority women
are binge drinkers.
The CDC study pointed to some of
the potential side effects of binge
drinking: date rape, HIV infection,
poor academic performance, and car
accidents.
And in the past year alone, a number of deaths from binge drinking
have been reported. At Frostburg
State University in Maryland, eight
fraternity members were charged
with manslaughter following the

See Binge page 5

the dorm housed all four classifications of students. "Matching the
girls for rooming was not as d~fficult as it was in the past "
Bryant says she is impressed with
the way all of the ladies are mixing
She plans a lock-in for the residents
for some time next month
Quintin Percentie, Crow Hall
Director, says this year's freshmen
living at Crow "are not the typical
freshmen; I'm impressed "
Creel says now that the freshman are somewhat of a captive
audience, "they can mushroom and
grow and begin to make a difference for the campus life. The hope

for the future df campus life is to
make a change that provides a
greater chance of the students Iiving together in a similiar environment."

FREE T-SHIRT
+$I ,000
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $S.OM/ISA application
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
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the student body
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Binge from page 4
death of a freshmen. The 20-yearThe attempted change of culture
old had drunk eight cups of beer and never had a buy-in with the students," said Jon Cooper, one of three
14 shots of vodka in two hours.
This spring, eight members of student body presidents at CU.
Theta Chi fraternity at Clarkson "They were doing it in a way that
University in New York pleaded was very antagonistic. They used a
guilty in the hazing death of a 17- lot of scare tactics."
year-old pledge, who choked on his
Students continue to complain
own vomit and died. The fraternity's about what they view as a heavypledges had been told to stand in a headed approach to alcohol by local
circle and drink until they threw up, authorities. One fraternity member
authorities said.
told Cooper that he was studying in
The most recent case at LSU his room when the police shone a
comes a month after two members spotlight through the window to see
r of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at what he was doing. "It was very
University
of
California-Los 'get-in-you-face' attitude," Cooper
Angeles drowned in an alcohol- said.
related incident.
The university maintains that strict
"How many of these will it take to enforcement's is appropriate on a
make people wake up to the issue?" campus where most students are
said Kevin Patrick, director of the under the legal drinlung age of 21.
health center at San Diego State
But Cooper says he would like the
University, who served as an expert university to fund special programs
for the CDC study. "I don't know of that teach students-regardless of
anything dramatic that is being done their age-how to drink responsibly
now or is in the wings as far as and that "alcohol use is OK, but
changing this pattern of behavior."
alcohol abuse is wrong."
But what campuses can do to pre"Such programs would be probvent binge drinking is not exactly lematic to the mission of the Robert
clear. The University of Colorzdo is Wood Johnson Foundation grant,
one of six campuses that received a which discourages alcohol use in
grant from the Robert Wood general," said Robert Maust, who
Johnson Foundation to curb all directs the grant program at CU.
drinking on and off campus. Last
"The university has no desire to
May, however, the crackdown on take some institutional stance that
drinking resulted in student riots says, 'Humans-all people-should not
against police.
use alcohol,' [but] the grant part of

the university will take a much more
aggressive approach to always asking the question, 'Why alcohol at
all,"' he said.
With binge drinlung on the rise, a
number of universities, like CU,
have implemented no-alcohol policies. In March, two national fraternities, Sigma Nu and Phi Delta
Theta, decided to ban alcohol at all
chapter houses starting in 2000.
Other colleges are choosing to
focus on binge drinking rather than

"How many of these
(deaths) will it take to
make people wake up to
the issue?"
--Kevin Patrick, Director
of the Health Center at
San Diego State
alcohol use in general. At Western
Maryland College, all freshman this
fall will take part in the "On Campus
Talking About Alcohol" program,
which discusses, among other
things, binge drinking vs. drinking
responsibly, according to Bonnie
Bosley, health services director.
The program used to be only
required for students who violate the
school's alcohol policy. Now, all
freshman will undergo training
"because of the prevalence of alco-

hol problems among the nation's
new college students who come to
college thlnking it is, or should be,
just like 'Animal House,"' Bosley
said, in ceference to the 1978 movie
starring John Belushi.
To combat heavy drinking, the
University of Illinois has started a
program targeted toward college
freshmen called "Alcohol 101." The
program, funded by The Century
Council, developed an interactive
CD-ROM that takes students to a
virtual party where they come face
to face with the consequences of
their personal alcohol-related behavior. The program is being piloted on
more than 30 college campuses.
Patrick, from San Diego State,
says there's no clear-cut approach to
how universities should deal with
binge drinking.
"That's our dilemma in this country," he said. "There is no magic bullet. We have to grapple with this and
deal with this."
"Some health experts are encouraging a community-wide backlash
against drinking, similar to what has
happened in past years with cigarette smoking," Patrick said.
"Some of us hope what might happen with this is removing the focus
from the individual to the people
around that individual, the social
network," he said.
"What is it that's stopping people

from smoking? Nasty looks from
friends."
Some students say it's unlikely
they'll stop drinlung all together although looking out for friends is
the best way to curb binge drinking.
"They can hold all the classes they
want, but we're still going to get
wasted," said Chris Richman, 20, a
University of Illinois junior. "The
only way to prevent tragedies like
the one at LSU is for people not to
be stupid and to watch out for their
friends."
At LSU, a criminal investigation is
being conducted into Wynne's death,
although there's no evidence of hazing. Authorities believe Wynne
went to a bar that sold "Three Wise
Men"- a potent combination of
Bacardi 15 1 rum, Jagermeister
liqueur and Crown Royai whiskey.
University officials are telling students that only people-not a policycould have prevented Wynne's
death.
"People are going to do dumb
things, and we need to rely on others
to stop us," said Tom Risch, dean of
students, at a campus seminar on
drinking. "I've talked to [Wynne's]
family. What keeps ringing in my
ears is the parents' plea: 'Please,
please, please do what you can to
make s,we our son didn't die in vain.'
We have to take care of each other."

nammona rrom page I
going to do any good if the students
don't have a safe budding to use
them in
The only expressed thought
mutually shared among students and
faculty is that the art department
needs more space
Don Thacker, Vice President of
Business Affurs for JSU is the man
responsible for funds allocated
toward repairs and renovations He
sald over $300,000 was invested
into Hammond Hall The money
comes from a State Bond for repair
known as Capitcl Outlay Funds

These funds are given by the legislature for equipment and buildings.
With Hammond Hall in senous need
of repair, the funds went towards the
building
Thacker says he was happy with
the results, "Pleased, very pleased.
Have you seen the Art Gallery yet?
It looks great'" When asked about
the equipment, he s a d that the funds
for new equipment is superseded by
the need for repalrs to other buildings on campus, but he assured that,
"if it breaks, it w ~ l be
l replaced "

#5 College Center Jacksonville, AL
If you're a freshman or
s o p h o m o r e with g o o d
grades,apply now for a
three-year or two-year
scholarship from Army

6" Pizza (single topping)

U

6 Piece Chicken Nugget

Breadsticks w/cheese

Also Visit Our...

COLLECTOR'S CORNER

-

-Comics Sports & Non-Sports Cards
Collector Card Games Supplies
S t a r Wars & Star Trek Collectibles

-

s c h o l a r s h ~ p sp a y

tuition,Amostbooks and
fees,plus$150perschool
month. They also pay off
with leadership experie n c e and officer credentials impressive to
future employers.

-

ARMY ROTt
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Rowe Hall or call
782-5601
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They left. They 1
simply got up, took
their flag, and
indiscreetly left the
building.

11, 1997

Kevin Fotovich

What pep rallies need is staying
I made lt to my i11sl p. e r rally sororiiles a Lndnce to make noise
kere at JSU and I really enjoyed for themselves by announcing the
myself, which is the point: to get names of all those Greek organirowdy, show your school spirit, zations available on campus.
and (above all) have fun. And I
Even though I found this a bit
did just that. Anyone who was disheartening, since well over
there sitting near the press box half the crowd was made up of
can attest to the fact that some independents that didn't get any
long haired goateed faced man recognition for their support, (if
you heard me, I was the one
was going nuts on the back row.
I got there early to watch the screaming, "What about the indeSoutherners kick it with the pendents?!? What about the
Ballerinas during their never end- Fans?!?") I still found this show
ing rehearsal. They were fabu- of fraternal pride acceptable.
What I found unacceptable was
lous. Those that showed up for
this practice session were not left the actions of most of these orgadisappointed. Those of you that nizations after their fraternal
have not seen this band perform names were mentioned and after
are seriously missing out on one they shouted some sort of inaudiof the finer treats JSU has to ble banter after their names were
offer. Without aMaybe next time you called.
-- They left.
doubt. do what
ever you possibly guys will have m o r e j u n ~ h e ~simply
can do to c a t c h i,.f
you'll understandgot U P , took
these
marching
their flag, and
is to indiscreetly left
preformers before that lhe pep
this season runs show the team that we the building.
out.
are there for them as sororities
Except
and
Many people
showed ur, for the well as ourselves.
two fraternities,
pre-pep rally show.
all the other
Those that showed
fraternal orgaup at 8:00 for the pep rally prop- nizations had exited the stadium,
er simply missed out on some one by one, befor; the rally was
rockin' entertainment. Or did even over. These actions showed
a serious lack of school pride, a
they?
The majority of the eight lack of support for the team, a
o'clock crowd consisted of the lack of manners, and a bunch of
male fraternal organizations. It self absorbency. Above all, it
was very cool to see this addition showed that they really didn't
number of people added to the have a good time and that they
crowd waving their fraternal just didn't have fun.
This leaves me a bit clueless.
flags and contributing to the
Can someone please explain to
noise factor.
What was uncool was what hap- me the coolness of showing up to
pened about halfway through the a school event if all you are going
pep rally. Parts of m e want to to do is eagerly wait to leave?
Maybe I'm off base here, but
ignore what happened, but a
much larger part of me is just too I'm just calling it how I see it (or
disturbed to simply let this slip how I saw it, seeing how the pep
rally was last week). Maybe next
on to the wayside.
Apparently, it is common for time you guys will have more fun
the cheerleaders to not only if you'll understand that the pep
increase the noise level in rally rally is to show the team that we
for the Football Team and the are there for them as well as ourMarching Southerners, but they selves.
Peace.
also give the fraternities and
~

d

and being told that we have the
journalistic skills of high schoolers, I thought it might be a good
time to clear the air of some confusion. First and foremost, this
paper is about fairness and honesty; specifically, we will publish
articles that put as many viewpoints as possible on a particular
subject, and above all tell the
truth.
This issue has been
brought up recently by Phi Mu
Alpha, because of a rather short
article about a minor being arrested for allegedly drinking at a
party that Phi Mu Alpha was hosting.
Now, I don't know what happened at the party. Even if I had
been there, chances are I still
wouldn't know. These are the
things I do know: a) a minor was
arrested for allegedly drinking, b)it took place outside of the Phi
Mu Alpha house, which was hosting a Southerners Party, c) Phi
Mu Alpha says they don't serve
alcoholic drinks to anyone, and d)
the police had very little to say;
the minor has not been charged
with anything to the best of my
knowledge.
Which comes to the point of this
editorial. With several different
people giving varied accounts of
an event, the writer did precisely
what she was suppose to do; she
gave an unbiased report of the
facts, from multiple viewpoints.

is run, and will continue to run.
This is not a place where people
run off at the mouth because they
can, and people might read it.
What I look for in any story
(news, features or s-ports) is that
what is told is true, and that
everyone who has a voice in the
matter is heard. I was not thrilled
when I had members of Phi M u
Alpha repeatedly pounding on

thing, and we'll write an article
based on what we know.
I ' m not saying that Phi Mu
Alpha was unhelpful; that last
statement is meant for everyone.
I want to publish the best possible
paper for the students, something
that is going to both entertain and
inform, emphasis on the latter. To
that end, I'm opening our weekly
meetings to anyone interested in
attending.
If you feel that your
What I look for in any
interests are not being covered, or
story (news, features or that your group is having a spesports) is that what is told cial event that we should know
about, come by at 5:30 on
is true, and that everyone Thursdays,
call the office at 782who has a voice in the 5701 and leave a message, or
email us at newspaper@studentmatter is heard.
mail.jsu.edu.
If you feel that we've made a
our door the night we were laying
out the paper, demanding that mistake, (which does occasionalthelr voice be heard In the article ly happen; we're not perfect by
(they had been Interviewed earl]- any stretch of the imagination) or
er that day) and attempting to would like to add a comment to
change what they had already something written in the paper,
send us a letter. If it's in good
sald
The best way to make sure that taste, we'll publish it, no quesyour vlewpolnt IS shown In a tions asked. I want this to be the
story 1s to tell the reporter what best paper possible, but I can't do
happened' If you actlvely tell us that unless you tell us about
what took place-not just glving things we need to know.
And to the gentleman who felt
a brief answer then shuttlng up
we wrote like high schoolers, or
and not volunteering thlngsthen you have the best chance of to anyone else interested, I mean
havlng the truth of the situation this sincerely: please come and
coming out If you tell us very volunteer to write for us; we're
I~ttle,or refuse to talk wlth us, always looking for new viewand someone else IS garrulous, points in the paper.
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Dear Scott,
I just can't figure this Roy Moore guy. I see him on the television all the time, and he's always
fuming mad and hollering about his enemies.
What's he got to be so mad about? I'm sure he makes pretty good money, he's got a family
which by all accounts is a happy one, and half the state worships him as a hero. A lot of folks
in this state are happy if they can just pay the rent every month, and that is no small thing to be
happy about. Roy has a lot going for him, and he should lighten up, or he's liable to hurt himself. He's at that age where a man does well to mellow out a bit.
I know that Roy is a war hero, and as a veteran I can see why he'd be mad about that. I had
a cush job on an airplane when I was in the Service, making lots of money and collecting
medals I really didn't deserve-but even I often wake up in the middle of the night, mad as hell
about something I can't quite place. A good midnight walk usually bums it all off. Roy should
walk. He'd have to walk a lot further than me, I'm sure, but Roy is at that age where a man
does well to keep fit.
I think Roy should consider another line of work. Judging doesn't suit him, and it obviously doesn't make him happy. Judges are supposed to be stable and fair-minded-the kind of
people who can explain to you why dueling isn't legal. Roy is more the dueling kind of person.

What is your answer to the parking hassles here at JSU?
--Compiled by Fritz
"We were so disappointed that the
tennis courts were turned into a
lawn instead of a parking lot
which would have solved a lot of

"First, park and walk. Second,
freshmen should not have cars on
campus. Delelop a quality point
system for cars on campus.
Everybody walk, walk."
Marvin Shaw, Art Professor

--Tim Lockette

"Can't talk right now, I'm looking
for a parking spot.
"

Matt Livingston, Sophomore
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" I know the Campus Pollce have qulte a
job controllzng ~llegalpark~ng-ButI see
cars that zllegally park In the same place
everyday' Also, $students would car
pool, ~twould be better for the campus
and the envzronment "

Rachel Smart, Senior

The quad is a pretty big waste of
space. It would make a good

J. Haley Dovers, Senior
"Don 't give parking decals to
incoming freshmen. Make them
walk to class."
Charity Faulkenberry,
Forum is our readers' column. Our policy for letters to the editor should be kept in mind when working on
submissions.
*The Chanticleer will not print letters which are libelous andlor defamatory.
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammar as well as style.
*There will be at least two weeks between publication of letters from the same person and we will publish
rebuttals no later than two weeks after the publication of the article; editorial, or letter in question.
*The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission.
*Deadline for submissions is noon Monday, before desired publication.
*Submissions may be brought to the Chanticleer ofice, sent through campus mail to 180 Self Hall, or
e-mailed to newspaper@student-mail.jsu.edu. All submissions must include a name, phone number, and
student number for JSU students.
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CLOSE To HOME

"Booth No. 1 will be available in about seven
minutes. I'm cooking a TV dinner in there."

JOHN McPHERSON

"Well, what'd you expect?! I've been telling you
for two vears that we need health insurance!"

"OK, today we test your reflexes."

For information about lung disease
such as asthma, tuberculosis, and emphysema,
contact your local Lung Association

1

f=

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOClATlONm
-

-

Manicures Acrylics
Scultptures & Tips
Located Inside Karin's Hair Essentials

435-2529

v#/

Dawn Malloy
Nail Technician

Cut.Cut.Cut.Cut.~
Cut. FREE Cut.
Have a six pack on Flip! Come in.
Get a punch card. Get five haircuts.
Get your sixth one free.
It's that simple.

7~1'llrpqobersoi)

Yt

Hair Designer, located in K a m A Hain Eo~enbae~
College Center #4

435-2529
appoO2hhand Wa&-w Wetcome

The affordable and increasingly popular
face-lift clip.

Wed t33 a p p o o z h t M2
D
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Remember,
the First
Amendment i s
more than our
right to print.

Whlle hoplng that the furor because they are!-"
c e n s o r s h ~ p- '
where o r when the game would be
caused over remarks made by
T w o days after student protestd ~ e s ers demanding the reslgnatlon of replayed yet, and we d ~ d n ' twant
down-,
1h a l t e d t h e S c a r l e t to jeopardize any p o s s ~ b l edeclhave come under fire a g a n , thls
K n ~ g h t s 'game a g a n s t the Unl- slon b y1 - V
Slnce the Feb 7 basketball game
tlme for t
verslty of Massachusetts, guard
Damon S a n t ~ a g otold a Targum
In w h ~ c h 150 students
T h e Amencan Assoc~atlonof reporterthat he thought
flooded onto the court.
U n ~ v e r s ~ tProfessors
y
has cntl- : - f
has Issued a warnlng to students
crzed the Rutgers admlnlstrat~on
Senlor forward Jamal Ph111ps that they may face punishment ~f
for
told a reporter that
3-1
they Interfere w ~ t@
-h
I
"The forum has been used to make
a p a n t , and no funherdrsrupt~cns
will be tolerated,"
b-1
w ~ t hr e p o r t e r s at The Darlv "_In late January, the AAUP reTargicni the campus new\paper
he s a ~ d
leased a
of a
made by
'We condemn thc attempt to
In November In w h ~ ~ h
T h e next day, head coach Bob
s t ~ f l the
e free speech of the memWenzel asked team members not he s a d #
.
T
bers of theRutger\ men's basket- to d ~ s c u s sthe Issue wlth report'
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ball team,"
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I
I
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There's a life
to be saved right now.

.

,

\

1t's your right
to read, too.

.- . .

- - --.-

THE

Please give blood.

Call 1-800 GIVE LIFE

SOME OF OUR
STUDENTS ARE
STAR'PUPILS.
From 90210 to your zip code, a
Motorcycle Ridercourse can make
you a better and safer rider-like
Brian Austin Green of Fox T.V.'s
Beverly Hills, 90210. So call
1-800-447-4700today to become the star of your class.

MOTORCYCLE WEN FWNDATIOY

@
SIGMA
PHI

HELP PUT
A SMILE
ON MY FACE

EPSILON

LET'S FIND CURES FOR
NEUROMUSCULAR DISEASES.

FRATERNITY

LlLILtC
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION

(800)572-1717

-

-
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Irresistible
by Phil Attinger
Guest Columnist
I brought an addiction to school
with me.
It all happened long ago, you
know? We used to have it at every
family meal. I didn't know it was
going to hurt me. It was fun: the
fizz, the high, the sharp, cool feeling. We used to "have one and a
smile." We always drank it, and 1
liked the sweet stuff a lot.
When we were growing up, my
folks wouldn't let us near the hot
stuff. It was smcial for some reason--only for them-and that only
made us want it more. They kept it
warm on the counter in a a l l silver
pot, shiny as the morning sun. I'd
post my little sister as a look-out
(paid her off with some) and started
pouring it out. We didn't use a real
cups: too much to clean up.
Styrofoam worked really good, and
we could throw it away: no evidence.
Now I make my own. It's not
hard. Stores sell it in bags, boxes, or
cans. Although it tastes different
than the fizzy stuff, I like ~ t .That's
half the fun: experimenting. It just

Some of my buds tried to quit, and
some made it. I don't know-I
guess I just don't want to. It's too
much fun. I tried to get off once.

see Addiction page 12
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Kyle Vincent: a pleasant surprise
by Chris Colvard
Features Editor
the

Vincent prior
On

Saturday's concert
the negative. With

a
music
being a "poor man's
John," the
like it would be a dud.
Happy to say, they were wrong.

Vincent
the
Stage with an
singing
sty1e and a refreshing sense
And he proved that he can
With his
band,

ing the multi-talented Parthenon
Huxley, Vincent cut loose with a
style that is reminiscient of seventies' rock with a Beatles' influence.
Throughout the set, he let it rip
with a near-faithful rendition of
Elton John's "Saturday Night's All
Right For A Fight" and an acoustic
version of Paul McCartney's "Band
On The Run." A hilarious change
of pace was his rendition of Spice
Girls' "Say You'll Be There."
Anyone who can slip in the lyric
"And now / blah-Blahblah-BlahBLAH-Blah-blah ..." with little
effort definitely has a talent for the

ridiculous.
The band also literally played
musical chairs as drummer and guitarist.switched places for a cover of
Rick Springfield's "Jessie's Girl."
This number motivated everyone to
start dancing in that modest corner
of Dillon Field.
The bulk of his original songs
have the air of the romantic, which
is a pleasant change of pace from
the rest of the set. From the bittersweet "Arianne" to the lump-inyour-throat optimistic "Happy
Ending," he shows he can belt out a
love song with the best of them.

Other songs at the concert include
"Austin Eyes" and "Other Side Of
The Rain," but the best of his original work so far is "Wake Me Up
(When The World's Worth Waiting
For)." The song tells of a man and
his optimistic dreams, and his
dread of awakening in the grim
reality.
From the Saturday concert, it's
clear that Kyle Vincent's dreams of
stardom are quickly becoming a
bright reality.
Ifyou want more information about
Kyle Vincent, surf over to his website: ww.kylevincent.com

Welcome Week greets students
by Kimberly Loeb
Features Writer
"A good laugh always helps people
relax," says freshman Jason Burke.
The free movie, Jim Carrey's "Liar
Liar", kicked off Welcome Week wlth
two showings Tuesday night.
Amanda Witherspoon of the SGA said
at least 200 people were at the second
showing, whlch is a very good crowd.
Wednesday was "Get on Board Day."

Soronhes, fraternihes, the ROTC, and
other organizahons were all on the
quad to welcome everyone and to
answer any questions.
According to the SGA, Welcome
Week was deslgned to welcome
everyone back for a new school year.
Other actlvibes planned for Welcome
Week were the pep rally on Thursday,
Red & W t e Splnt Day on Fnday,
Saturday's football game against
Southwest M~ssounState and the free

concert afterwards.
"there needs to be more student participation at pep rallies,"says transfer
student Robert Ward. The attendance
at the pep rally was not very high;
there were just as many people on the
field as there were in the stands.
The crowd for the football game was
much larger in comparison. The
stands at the game had very few
empty seats.
The-finale of Welcome Week was a

concert staning Kyle Vincent, which
was free for students or people with
football ticket stubs. Several people
seemed to be put off by police with
metal detectors at the entrance for the
concert, including student Krista
Edwards. She feels metal detectors
were not necessary for a crowd so
small.
Overall, the SGA feels that the
turnout for Welcome Week events was
as good as they expected.

tntz
Even though Saturday's game zuas drawn out,
JSU's Welcome Week ushered in the new school year with the help
of the Gamecock Cheerleaders (top) performing for the crowd at performer Kyle Vincent (above) performed for the JSU
ntursday's Pep Rally (above)for the nezil Gamecock football team with fans in Dillon Field, drawing a close to Welcome Week
new coach, Mike Williams.
1997.
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Soundtrack
Nothing To Lose
Tommy Boy Records

*****

If you are a hip-hop fan, the &&&g
To Lose soundtrack is the CD for you.
-It contains a combination of upbeat
hip-hop rhythms from the music
industry's hottest artists, including
Outkast, Queen Latifah, and a host of
others.
Three cuts from the CD are currenty

@a@@@

blou.lng up the ch;uts. Coollo's "C CT
Li'lien L' Gct Thcrc." u,~tliThe 40
Tht\s. ib definitely one to listen for.
7he musk iniriiediatcl~Laptures ).our
attention with its unusual orchestralike sound.
"Not Tonight (Remix)" is performed
by some of hip-hop's leading ladies:
Li'l G m , Da Brat, Angie Martinez,
Left Eve. and Missv Elliot. This songis heading straight for the top as the
ladies prove that when it comes to
rhyming, they are equally as talented
as the guys.
"Not Tonight," performed by
Eightball and MJC, is definitely a
classic with its smooth, laid-back beat.
% i s song will give you something to
bounce your head to.
But one song in particular, Oran
"Juice" Jones' "Poppin' That Fly"
(yes, the song is as crazy as it sounds),
is definitely not something you can

.:

J

,

groo\,e to. Also not making the grade
1s the titlc track itsclf performed by
N~ughtyB!. Nuturc. You \vnuld think
that this would be thc most happening
track on the entire album, but in comparison to the others, it falls way short.
Although most of the CD has songs
you wouldn't want to dance to, the
few that are making the grade will
make this soundtrack one to add to the
collection. The variety of hiphop
artists makes this CD worth the
money.
-Luciana Pearson

II

~f~~~
hearing their indie L,, ..,,,
no choice but to agree.
catcher has a unique blend of
blues and southem rock, ~h~ cut
~
l
~
~
t
~or shine=
~ has an easy yet
haunting
rhythm,
a theme that flows
javelin catcher
through the album.
Ear Muff Music
One of the unique aspects of the
album is that it was recorded live in
Alastor has been a staple of the
the studio. No technical wizardry, no
Atlanta music scene for more than a overdubbing, no gloss. f i s is evident
Year, but have already received rave m
. the "unknown" eighth track, with
reviews from the area press.
A

........................
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Although some of the songs seem
confusing (LLD.U.I.")and the music is
what some. would call an acquired
taste, Alastor has a unique yet familiar
that you can warm
--ChrisColvard

Almtor is playing at the Acoustic Cafe
Music Hall this weekend with some
dated for a .future
new

.

BROTHER'S
BAR
•
ACOUSTIC
CAFE/
f
NW WEEK: WE G a
MUSIC
HALL
SER.
1
1
:SLOW
MOSES
I don't know how they pulled
TECHNICAL/
THISJUST IN....
SEPT.12-13: ALASTOR
SEPT.~ ~ : C A D I L VOODOO
LAC
off3
but
your
5GA
managed
Durlng t h e Kyle Vincent conCHOIR
get
both
5i5G9r
Hazel
and
SEE
HOMEBOYS
&
cet-t l a s t Saturday. t h e SGA
Check o u t A l a s t o r a t their: ::VIDEO GAMEREVIEWS
Tonic
f
o
r
t
h
e
Wednesday
and Oxford r a d ~ o s t a t ~ o n
•
SECOND
HANDJIVE website:
::COMPUTERNEWS
October
22
Homecomrng
conSEPT.
MISHAP
97.9FM announced
http4Iueewuw.eervice.emory. ::wEBSIER
~
~

:

i

That's rrght ...a c t s . Plural. f

i

:
:
Vi5it Brother's new website:
a c t s comlng t o Jax S t a t e for :cefi.
: Contact t h e SGA f o r more :h t t p J / ~ . 4 e o c i t i e 4 . c o m ~
Homecom~ngWeek.
:~nformatron.
CollegeParklCampus/5346/

:
::edd_hmaye5/ala5tor.html
:
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SIX DEGREES
OF KEVINBACON

WEEK 1 RESULTS

JSU Theatre Dept. begins
Golden Anniversary Season
University. It also marks the twen-

Wallace submtted Ray Nitschke,

in one of the greatest gndiron movies
to date, "The Longest Yard." Our
solution was: Ray Nitschke and Burt
Reynolds in "The Longest Yard."
Reynolds and Rodney Dangerfield in
"Meet Wally Sparks " Dangerfield
and Joe Pesci in "Easy Money." Pesci
and Kevin Bacon in "JFK."
To his credit, Wallace came up with

many roads to Kevin Bacon.

Nitschke link. I asked what movle he
appeared in, thereby starting the hnks.
It was a rotten dung to do, and I apologize to Mr. Wallace. For a consolation, he will receive the "Footloose"
soundtrack
and
the
movie
"Flatliners." And s m n g as of Friday
September 5, 1997, at 11:OO a.m.,
there is a RULES ADDENDUM:

astic students started the drama club
The Masque and Wig Guild. The
first play was "You Can't Take It
With You," which was staged in an
old recreational center heated by a

in. Not even if

jitters, but it didn't happen to me.
Then I figured out why: turns out
the water was 'caffeinated'. I was
still hooked, only worse, because I'd

Since that time, theatre in
Jacksonville enjoyed a steady
growth. Today, JSU has one of the
top accredited theatre departments
in the country. The Ernest Stone
Center for the Performing Arts has
become a landmark for fan; of live
Thls golden anniversary season
starts with Dylan Thomas' challenging piece Under Milk Wood. It is
the inspired and irreverent account
of life and love in a small coastal
Welsh vlllage.
Playdates are
October 16-20.
The next planned fall performance
is George S. Kaufman & Edna
Ferber's Dinner At Eight, a story
of a dinner thrown to honor an
English t~tle. But, beneath all the
glamour of white ties and pearls lies
the drama of love, jealousy, greed,
and ruin. Playdates are November

dewy-eyed daughters and an eccentric Major-General whlrl around a
carousel of moral delimmas.
Playdates are February 19-22 and
February 26-March 1
The play during May Term is
the winner of the 1996-1997
Southern Playwrights Competition,
A Seacoast in Illyria by Ronald
Amos. It concerns the experiences
which face a mysterious travelling
salesman and the changing times
and lives of the occupants of a
rooming house over the course of a
few days one summer in the 1920s.
Playdates for this world premiere
are May 28-31.
JSU's own professor of drama, Dr.
Wayne H. Claeren, has come up
with an old-fashioned melodrama
Virtue Races Villainy. Set in the
1890s, the main focus is on the
horseracing track that was once
here in Jacksonville. Playdates are
June 25-29.
For more information about t h ~ s
season or about the theatre department in general, call 782-5648.

The Pirates Of Penzance is this
year's spring musical. This Gilbert
& Sullivan classic takes on new life
in this adaptation by William
Elliott. The bonds of duty are presented with wacky delight as a cast
My personal thanks to Jan Rhodes
of pirates, policemen, young lovers, for the information in this article.

I can't. I just can't get through without it.
It's not easy when I see these slick
ads for ways to get it. They make it

THE Crossword
back.

with a slice of lemon on the side to

14 First man

. Just one glass of that redstuff, and I was hooked.
't start, Man. I can't stop. It's

17 Basketball team
18 Book of maps
19 Meal for Dobb~n

research in the fast lane.

1-800-572-1717

35 ---de-France

ANSWERS
56 End of the llne

10 Excelled
11 Ananlas

71 Observed

29 lroh or tln

A publlc servlce of thls publ~catlon

Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups.

Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive

54 Water wheel
9 Treat~ses

56 Colleen
57 "...cannottell -"

62 - St Vincent
58 Store event
59 Edith -, French
Mlllay
63 Adolescent
chanteuse
61 Not of the clergy 66 French summer
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We just had too
many mistakes.
--Mike Williams
YY
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Kirby explosive in Gamecock opener
Sports editor
If you are faint at heart, then Saturday's football game wasn't for you. The 1997 football
season got started with a bang for the
Gamecocks in front of over 14,000 fans.
They witnessed a shoot-out at Paul Snow
Stadium. Unfortunately, the Gamecocks
were on the short end of the 47-42 final
against Southwest Missouri State.
The post-game concert was rocking after the
game, but Jacksonville State's Montressa
Kirby was doing the rolling. Kirby ended the
game with five touchdown passes, setting a
new Gamecock record. He says he is comfortable in the new offense, but he was disappointed in the end result.
"We had a lot of careless mistakes.
Everybody played hard. A couple of plays
didn't work too well, but we had confidence
that we were going to win the game."
It looked like thngs were going well early
on. In the first quarter of action, the
Gamecocks put together an impressive opening drive. Kirby directed the offense on a ten
play, 97 yard drive that resulted in tight end

Joey Duplan's 12 yard touchdown grab Brad
Prince's extra polnt was good as the
Gamecocks took the early 7-0 lead
Southwest miss our^ State would answer
The Bears ate up over nlne minutes on the
clock to tle the score
Tallback Corey
McGriff rushed for 54 yards on the dr~ve,
lncludlng a touchdown The point after was
good and the game was deadlocked at seven
The second quarter saw the Bears take the
lead Quarterback Jeremy Hoog took the
team 55 yards on seven plays The result was
a touchdown pass to receiver Jason Cannon
from ten yards out The extra point was successful as the Bears claimed a 14-7 lead
The Gamecocks refused to back down At
their own seven yard line, Montressa l r b y
threw a perfect pass that fell into the arms of
Joey Hamilton for a 93 yard touchdown It
was the longest touchdown reception In
Jacksonville State history The point after
tied the game at 14
The Bears once agaln clawed their way into
the end zone Jason Cannon hauled in his
second touchdown of the game when Hoog
connected with him on a nine-yard strike
Southwest M ~ s s o u rwas
~ back on top 21-14

Martin
~d H ~ I I
On the ball In Head Conch Mike Williams and Ofensive
the end zone to glve
Coordinator
Doug
Mencham
consult
on
n
play.
Southwest
Missourl
that we made so many," said Coach Williams.
State a 28-21 lead at half-time .
Mistakes really hurt the Gamecocks. "We
Things got worse in the third quarter. The
had too many mistakes. I'm disappointed

See Football page 15

JSU Soccer loses to Samford, Georgia State
by Rachel Riddell
Sports Writer
S a m f o r d defeats JSU 2-0
Jacksonville Stste University's women's
soccer team lost their first conference
game of the season to Samford University,
2-0.
"Samford played how they wanted to
play," said Coach Lisa Howe, "by dictating
the tempo of the game with a different style
from the beginning."
The
Lady
Gamecocks gave away too many corner
kicks that eventually lead to more scoring
opportunities for the Lady Bulldogs.
"Angi,: Meyer came into the game doing
a great job of settling down the team. She
made a big difference," said Coach Howe
of her sophomore middle fielder.

G o a l ~ eDaphne Baler was put to the test
and d ~ dnot give up any easy goals. One
was off of a rebound and the other came

"We started three freshmen defenders, and
the lack of experience showed
Freshman middle f~elder,M o l l ~ eWarren,
and Sophomore middle f ~ e l d e r , Angle
"Sarnford played how they Meyer were standouts hustllng to the ball
wanted to play by dictating the Sophomore forward, Andrea Poole, scored
tempo of the game with a differ- the Lady Gamecock's flrst goal of the
game by weavlng her way around a
ent style from the beginning."
Georgia State Defender with 8 56 left In
t
--Coach Lisa Howe the f ~ r s half
Junior forward, Angela Culpepper, scored
the second goal for JSU with 40 27 left in
from a bouncing corner kick.
the second half T h ~ sbrought them within
GSU finishes a h e a d of JSU, 4-2
The Lady Gamecock played an explos~ve one goal of GSU until the lady bulldogs
Georgia State program and lost 4-2 pulled ahead 4-2 w ~ t h 10 46 left In the
Tuesday afternoon
game.
"Georgia State is a good measuring stick
"Georgia State caught us in transition
That's what hurt us," sald Coach Howe tor us," stated Coach Howe Georgla State
about her team's second loss of the season. is a good contender for hosting the Trans
"

"Georgia State caught US in
transition. That's what hurt us"
--Coach Lisa Howe
American Athletic Conference Tournament
this fall.
Since GSU is not in the same league for
conference, so this loss will not hurt the
Lady Gamecock's conference standings.
The Lady Gamecocks are now 1-2 and host
Virginia's Radford University at University
Field this Friday, September 12, at 7 pm.
Next home game will be on Wednesday,
September 17 when the Lady Gamecocks
face Middle Tennessee State University at
5:30 pm (University Field).

Gamecocks open up conference play Saturday
-

by Will Roe
Sports Writer
Score early and often. That must have
been new J S U Coach Mike Williams'
thinking as the Gamecockg opened the
1997 season at Paul Snow Stadium
Saturday night. That is exactly what happened, early and often. For the fans who
lasted through
- the entire three hours and
%
forty-five minutes of the score-fest, it was
wo& ~t JSU fans have not seen a game

like that since 1993's 41-36 loss to Alcorn were: Most passes attempted, yards passState on the road. It wasn't just the points, ing, touchdown passes, and total offense in
though. It was the
"We want to be a team that a Isgame.
this something we
yardage output and
the r-,cgrds that fell Can SCOT(? at any timi? On can expect week in
irhat 5 the kind of and week out? Coach
that helped make offenSe.
Saturday's game spe,, W ~ l l i a m s says yes.
c ~ a l . The Gamecocks reputation we want to have"We want to be a
--Coach Mike Williams team that can score at
ran 69 total plays, and
any time on offense.
ended with 495 yards
total offense Of those plays, 48 of them That's the k ~ n dof reputatton we want to
were In the air Among the records that fell have This is a very exciting offense," said

-

Williams after Saturday's lcss.
S o where does Jacksonville State football
go from here? With all of the excitement
now, next up is to win a game. That
chanca will come this Saturday as the
Gamecocks play their first Southland
Football League game at Sam IIouston
State. Sam Houston comes into the game
with a record of 0-2, including a loss at
Texas A&M last Saturday. One cannot be
fooled by thc record,though. The Bearkats

See Preview page 15
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Football from page 14
went for two and succeeded, cutting
the lead to eight.
Southwest
Missouri would tack on a field goal
late in the qutirter to take a 40-29
advantage.
The Bears upped their lead even
more in the fourth quarter. An
interception proved costly for the,
Gamecocks and enabled them to
increase their margin to an overwhelming 47-29 lead. Jacksonville
State's defense finally come
through and stopped the Bears from
scoring again. This allowed the
offense to get back to work. Kirby
hit Joey Hamilton again for a ten
yard touchdown to pull the
Gamecocks closer at 47-36. On the

Bears started to pull away from
Gamecocks. They -blocked another
JSU punt for a safety. This gave the
Bears a 30-21 lead. On their next
possession, Southwest Missouri lit
up the scoreboard again. Corey
McGriff accounted for another
touchdown from 12 yards out. The
extra point was good as the Bears
took a comfortable 37-21 lead.
It looked as if the rout was on, but
the Gamecocks fought back.
Tailback Amel Jackson put Jax
State in good field position following a 31 yard kick return. Four
plays later, the Gamecocks scored
on a 32 yard touchdown reception
by Ronald Bonner. The Gamecocks

next drive, Montressa took to the air
and hit Ronald Bonner for a 44 yard
touchdown. The two-point conversion failed, but the Gamecocks now
trailed 47-42. Jax State had a
chance to win the game late, but
Kirby's pass on 4th and 15 fell
incomplete.
After the game, Williams admitted
his team was nervous: "We had
first game jitters but I think we're
headed in the right direction. We
put ourselves in a position to have
an opportunity to win. We're going
to be in a lot of games like that this
year and we need to learn to win
those games."

Preview from vage 14

Southland Standings
This week marks the debut of the Southland Football
League standings. As you can see, Troy State and Stephen
F. Austin are atop the conference.
Troy State
Stephen F. Austin
McNeese State
SW Texas State
, Nicholls State
NW Louisiana
Jacksonville State
Northwestern State
Sam Houston State

OVERALL

CONFERENCE

2-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
0- 1
0- 1
0-2
0-2

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Last Week's Scores
Southwest Missouri 47, Jacksonville State 42
Texas A&M 59, Sam Houston State 6
McNeese State 31, Southeast Oklahoma 0
Stephen F. Austin 38, Delta State 3
Southern 27, Northwestern State 9
Nicholls State 33, Southern Illinois 0
Troy State 21, Eastern Kentucky 12

the (but' 6r fli') net

WITH STUDENT I.D.
THRU SEPT. 11TH

Specializing in Refurbished Furniture
Everything from Antiques to Retro!

435-1 174
13 Pelham Road,
Jacksonville.. AI,

are a very good football team and
their players enter the 1997 campaign with a lot of experience.
They return 49 lettermen this
year and 16 starters. For Head
Coach Ron Randleman, it is the
biggest returning class he has had
in some time. Sam Houston State
is 1-1 against the Gamecocks.
Jacksonville State's win came in
1995's
opening
game
in
Huntsville, Texas.
Can we expect 42 points or
more from JSU this weekend? It
may or may not happen. The
Gamecocks must play smarter,
meaning less turnovers, better

I

defensive play, and better specia
teams play. These are all the
things necessary to be competitive in Division I-AA's toughest
conference.
Gamecock fans have to feel
good about not finishing last in
the conference. With this week's
SFL Player of the Week
Montressa Kirby at the command
of the offense, anything is possible. If he has many more multiple record-breaking games, it
will be a long season for the
remaining seven teams in the
Southland Football League.

METRO CRIME PREVENTION PRESENTS (

I1 STREET SMART I
REDUCE YOUR CHANCES OF BECOMING A VICTIM

Presented by an independent
task force of present and former
law enforcement officers on the
most current crimes, con games
and methods presently being
used by predators, and the best
ways to protect your family and
property.
Topics covered: Home & apartment security, car jacking, rape,
muggings, stalking, personal
safety, traveling-vacationlday to
day, auto safety devices: the
Club, stunguns, mace, body
alarms, guns, locks, etc.

-

FREE
October 15,1997 1:30 PM
Leooole Auditorium
Jacksonville State University
--
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